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Certified Portfolio Manager (CPM®)  
Credential Program 
Expand your expertise. Advance your career.

In partnership with the SS&C Learning Institute, the Certified 
Portfolio Manager program is a concentrated program designed 
by the Academy of Certified Portfolio Managers to immerse 
candidates in topics around discretionary portfolio management.  
Specifically, it updates the portfolio manager’s skills in asset 
valuation, portfolio construction and risk management. After  
a 55 module online course, CPM® candidates earn the right  
to attend a week-long workshop at Columbia University.  
The program is designed for financial services professionals who 
manage discretionary portfolios. Graduates earn the prestigious 
CPM® credential, a certification of advanced training respected 
by both Financial Services Industry companies and clients.

Curriculum 

The academic component of the CPM® credential program  
is designed to provide a deeper understanding of fundamental 
security analysis, asset allocation, and portfolio management 
concepts for financial services industry professionals managing 
discretionary portfolios. The curriculum encompasses eight  
core concepts:

• Quantitative methods • Equity analysis

• Financial statement analysis • Fiduciary responsibility

• Corporate finance • Derivatives

• Fixed income analysis • Portfolio management

CPM® and Columbia University

Participants will complete an online curriculum created by 
ACPM and administered through the SS&C Learning Institute. 
Upon completion of the online material, qualifying candidates 
will be invited to participate in a multi-part agenda at Columbia 
University where they will be taught advanced concepts by 
internationally recognized professors. Additionally, candidates 
will discuss cutting edge issues in finance and investing  
with professors, industry professionals and colleagues  
in an intimate, interactive setting.

Earning the CPM® Credential 

After completing the program application and registration, 
candidates must successfully complete an online self-study 
course (150-200 hours). They will then be invited to attend  
a five-day residential program at Columbia University  
in New York City. 

Benefits

The CPM® Program advances knowledge in three vital  
areas; Valuation Analysis, Portfolio Construction and Risk 
Management. Candidates will sharpen their command of these 
fundamental areas while demonstrating their commitment to 
continuing education. Earning the prestigious CPM® credential  
is a great way to garner the confidence of both clients and 
employers, advance your career, and become a select  
member of the Academy of Certified Portfolio Managers. 

Registration

For more information on program, fees, and registration  
for the CPM® credential program, visit ssctech.com/li



CPM® Online Curriculum

Ethics – 1 hour
CFA Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct

Quantitative Methods – 39 hours
Business Math Boot Camp  Portfolio Risk 
Time Value of Money  Value at Risk 
Statistics Essentials  Introduction to Performance Measurement 
Understanding Uncertainty  Introduction to Monte Carlo Simulation 
Portfolio Diversification  Introduction to Monte Carlo Simulation and VAR 

Financial Statement Analysis – 44.50 hours
Balance Sheet Income Statement Analysis 
Income Statement Cash Flow Statement
Current Assets Cash Flow Analysis
Long-Term Assets Ratio Analysis
Liabilities and Equity Introduction to Economic Profit
Working Capital Calculating Economic Profit

Corporate Finance – 26 hours
Introduction to Corporate Finance  Capital Budgeting – Deriving the Cash Flows
Capital Asset Pricing Model Capital Structure
Cost of Capital Dividend Policy
Introduction to Capital Budgeting

Foreign Exchange – 16.50 hours
Introduction to Foreign Exchange Vanilla Currency Options
Forward Foreign Exchange Hedging Currency Risk with Derivatives
Barrier Options

Fixed Income – 24 hours
Introduction to Bonds Bond Price Sensitivity 
Bond Yield Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities
Bond Duration Introduction to World Bond Markets

Equity – 27 hours
Equity Valuation – FCFF Model Introduction to Equity Valuation
The Dividend Discount Model                Technical Analysis
Fundamentals of Economic Indicators  Exchange Traded Funds
Introduction to World Equity Markets

Derivatives – 27 hours
Introduction to Forwards and Futures   Introduction to Options
Introduction to Swaps Introduction to Option Pricing Theory
Interest Rate Swaps Tools for Evaluating Options
Currency Swaps
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How to Earn the CPM®

1. Review candidate eligibility online at ssctech.com/li.
2. Complete program application & register
3. Complete an online self-study course (150-200 hours)
4. Attend a five-day residential program at Columbia  

University in New York City
5. Pass the final exam

Benefits
• Based on ACPM survey data, 72% of CPM® professionals  

have grown their business over 20% since earning the mark
• Awareness of regulatory standards and training  

to enhance competency
• Affliation with an exclusive group of professionals
• Higher level of training and technical skills to manage portfolios
• Greater satisfaction and recognition

“The questions I heard asked by 

my peers during our rigorous 

courses at Columbia showed  

me how passionate and 

thoughtful they were.”

Michael Khaw CPM®

“CPM undoubtedly raised the 

bar on the skill set I draw on to 

serve clients. Though challenging, 

it was an invaluable exercise 

to expand and deepen my 

knowledge, enhancing my ability 

to deliver investment excellence.”

Kevin T. Anderson, CPM® 

“I sharpened my portfolio 

management skills and  

feel empowered by the  

entire experience.”

Dennis Verity, CPM®


